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Jmprovertu~nts' in and relating to 'sound-transmission, Sound
recording and Sound-reproducing Systems. 

We, ALAN DOWER BLUMLEIN, of 57, 
Earl's Court Square, I"ondon, S.W. 5, a 
British subject, and ELECTRIC AND 
l.IusrcAL INDUSTRIES, LIMITED, of Blyth 

5 Road, Hayes, in the County o£ Middlesex, 
a company registered under the laws of 
Great Britain, do hereby declare the 
nature of this invention to be as 
follows:-

lO, This invention relates to the transmis-
sion, recording- and reproduction ·of sound 
.and is more particularly directed to 
systems for recording and reproducing 
speech, music and other sound effects, 

15 especialh when associated with picture 
effects as in talkin~ motion pictures. 

The fmidamental object of the inven
tion is to provide a sound recording and 
reproducing system whereby a true direc-

20 tional impression mav be conveved to a 
listener thus improviilg the illu~ion tl1at 
the sound is coming, and is only coming, 
from the artist ·or other sound source pre~ 
sented to the eye. In order that the 

~ physical basis ·of the invention can be 
appreciated and the stages of its develop
ment understood, known and established 
facts· concerning the· physical relations 
between sound sources, sound waves 

ao emitted thereby, and the human ears will 
· be briefly summarised. 

Human ability to deter:ID,ine the direc
tion from which sound arrives is d1.ie to 
binaural hearing, the· hrain being able to 

•;35 aetect differences between sounds received 
by the two ears £rani the same source and 
thus to determine .angular direction, This 
function is well known and · has been 

, employed to considerable extent for 
A:O example in sub-aqueotls directional detec

tion _in which two microphones· are conl 
nected by headphones, one to each ear of 
an observer, the two channels: between 

trolling the sound, emitted for example 
by such loud speakers, in such a way that 65 
the directional· effect will be retained. 

The oper.ation of the ears in determi:n-
ing the direction o£ ·a sound source is not 
yet fully known but it is fairly well estab
lished that the main factors having effect 60 
are phase differences and intensity differ
ences between the sounds reaching the·two 
ears, the influence wliich each of. these 
has depending upon the frequency of the 
sounds em,itted. For low frequency sound 65 
waves there is little or no difference in 
intensity .at the two ears but there is a 
marked· phase difference. For a given 
obliquity of sound the phase difference is 
approximately proportional to frequency, 70 
representing ·a fixed time delal. between 
sound arriving at the two ears, by noting 
which the brain decides the direction £roih 
which the sound arrives. This operation 
holds for all frequencies 1J.P to that at 75 
which there is a phase difference of rr • · 
radians or more between sounds arriving 
at the two ears from a source located on 

l . the microphones and the two ears being 
l-ID kept entirely s.ep,ar.ate. 

· · With two miCrophones correctly spaced 
1 and the two channels entirely 'separate 

the line joining them; but above S:\.teh' a 
frequency if phase difference were the sole 80 
feature relied upon for directiona·l loca~ 
tion there would be .ambiguity in t\l,e 
apparent position of the source. At that 
stage however the head begins to become 
effective as a baffle and causes noticeable 85 
intensity differences between the sounds · . 
rea:ching the two ears, and it is by noting 
such intensity differences tliat the brain 
determines direction of sounds at higher 
frequencies. It has been· stated tliat the 90 
frequency at which the brain changes over 
£r9m phase~ to intensity-disc~iminatiolt 
occurs at about 700 c.p.s. but 1t must be 
understood that this may vary within 
quite wide limits in different circ'i.un- 95 
stances and £rom person to person, and 
that in any case the transference is not 
sudden or discontinuous but there is con;. 
siderable overlap of the two phenomena 

~ it is known that this directional effect can 
) also be obtained for example in a sttidio, 
·l pQ hut if the channels are not kept separate 

(for example by replacing the headphones 
by two loud 'speakers) the effect is largely 
lost. The \invention :OO'(l!tampla;tes con-

so that over a considerable frequency iOO 
range differences of both phase and inte:n;, 
sity will to some extent have an .eff.ect· in. 
determining the sense of direction exp.eii-
enced. · 

From the above' considerations ·it wil1 :1..00 
be clear that a directional effect is to be · · 
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obtained by providing low-frequency 
phase differences and high-frequency 
intensity differences at the two ears, and 
it would appear that in reproducing from 

p two loud speakers the differences received 
by two microphones suitably spaced to 
represent human ears would give this 
effect to a listener i£ each microphone 

' . were connec~ed only to on~ lo'nd speaker. 
iO It cab. be ·shown h6wever that phase differ

ences necessary at the ears for low-fre
quency directional sensation are not pro
duced by phase differences at two loud 
speakers (both of which communicate 

15 with both ears) but are produced by 
intensity differences at the speakers: 
while initial intensity differences from the 
sources necessary for high-frequencies are 
not sufficiently 'marked when the sounds 

20 reach the ears, and to produce suitable 
effects therefore the initial differences 
must be ·amplified. 

It will be seen therefore that the inven
tion consists broadly in so controlling the 

25 intensities 'Of sound "to be or being, emitted 
by a plurality of loud speakers or similar 
sound sources, in suitable spaced relation
shi_p to the listener, that the listener's ears 
will note low-£requen.cy ph~se d~fferences 

30 an~ high-frequency. mt.ens1ty (hffer~nces 
· smtable for conveymg to the bram a 

desired sense of direction o£ the sound 
origin. 

It must be understood that the control-
35 lin()' of intensities of a plurality of loud 

speakers spaced, for example, round a 
motion picture screen has previously been 
proposed and no novelty for mere inten
sity control per se is claimed, except inso-

l40 far as the nature nf the control is such as 
to provide tlie necessary phase and inten
sity. difference sensations. ·If the sound 
is first recorded and subsequently repro~ 
duced from the records, the control may 

~5 be wholly effected eit~er during the 
recording- or during reproduction, or may 
be partially carried out in each stage. 

More specifically the i;nv.ention cons~sts 
in a method of transm1ttmg, recordmg 

50 and/or reproducing sound wherein a 
plurality o£ transmission chan~els so 
interact, each upon each, or are m such 
relation or so relatively modified in com
bination and subsequently reseparated, 

55 that t~e com;Plete intelligence init~ally 
· transm1tte.:! IS further conveyed, differ

ently arranged, between the channels. 
The invention also consists in a method 

of transmitting, recording and/ or repro-
60 ducin()' sound wherein phase differences 
· betwe~n a plurality of signals are con

verted··· into amplitude differences. 
The invention also c9nsists in apparatus 

and means for carrying into effect the 
_65 above sp,ecified methods of sound trans-

mission, recording and/or reproduction, 
and in further feat11res which will become 
apparent from the following description 
of one manner of carrying out the inYen
tion. It must be understood however that 
this description is given merely by way 
o£ example and does not ·impose any 
restrictions upon the scope of the inYen
~ion or t4e :m,anner ~nd means whereby it 
may be accomplished 

It will be clear that the invention is 
particularly applicable to talking motion 
pictures and the followin(l' description 
will therefore be g·iven witK refel'ence to -~ 
this app_lication. In one form of the SO l 
invention convenient for this purpose the l 
sounds to be recorded and reproduced with 
the pictul'es may be received by tw'O pres-
sure microphones mounted on opposite 
sides of a block of wood to represent ears 85 
on an artificial head. The outputs from 
the two microphones are taken to suitably 
arranged transformers 'Or bridge or net
work circuits which convert the two 
primary channels into two· secondary 91li ' 
channels which may he called the sum
mation and difference channels. These 
are . ar:r:a~ged so that the current 
flowmg mto the summation channel 
will represent hal£ the sum, or the ~ 
mean, of the currents flowin()' in · ' 
the two original channels, whil~ the 
current flowing into the diffel'ence channel 
will repr~sent lia1£ the difference o£ the 
currents in the original channels. I£ i~ 
the original currents differ in phase only, 
the current in the difference channel will 

be ~ different in phase fl'om the current 

in the summati'On channel. This differ-
ence current is then passed through a 105 
condenser; the voltage across this con- · 
denser will be in phase with the summa~ 
tion ch?.nnel current. By passing the 
summn'.tion channtJJ. ·currenrt through a 
resistance, a voltage is obtained which liCt 
remains in phase with the voltage arross 
the condenser in the difference channel. 
These two voltages are then combined and 
re-separated by the same process as pre
viously adopted so as t'O produce two final H~ 
channels. The voltage in the first final · :. 
channel will be the sum o£ these voltag·es 
and the voltage in the second final chan~el 
will be the difference between these volt-
ages. Since these voltage.s were _in phase 1~; ·, 
tlie two final channels Will be m phase · ·· 
but will differ in magnitude.' By choos- · -~ 
ing the value of the shunt resistanre in _ 
the summation channel and the shunt ,; 
condenser in the di:ffer~nce channel for a i2Q:-.. ·; 
g-iven frequency, any degree of ampJitucle < 
difference in the final channel eon he 
obtained £or a given phase difference in ;: 2 the original channels. For the low fre-
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q:rencies it can be shown that the phase 
difference between the waves will, for a 
given o?liquity of the sound source, vary 
proP.orhonately with frequency, being 

~ very small for a very low frequency. 
Hence the use of a shunt condenser in 
the differep.ce circuit will have the effect 
?f producing a fixed intensity difference 
1n the final channels for a given obliquity 

~0 at an lqw frequencies. 
For the higher frequencies as indicated 

aboye it is not necessary to convert phase 
s~ifts into a1;nplitude . differences, but 
Bl.mply to modify amphtucle differences. 

15 The shunt condenser in the difference cir
cuit is therefore built out with a resistance 
whose value determines the deO'ree of 
m,oclification. " 

It may be fo:rnd . neceAAary to employ 
20 more complex cuc"tuts than the shunt 

resistance and condenser in the summation 
circuit and shunt resistance in the differ
ence circuit, which however form the 
basic arrangement. However it must be 

25 understood that the circuits employed may 
· be considerably modified as required 

without cleparting from the scope of the 
invention. 

I£ two very small microphones are used 
, "SO and placed very close together it may be 
· found possible to obtain microphone out

puts which do not differ appreciably in 
amplitude but only in phase for all work
ing frequencies. In this case the modi-

35 fying cucuit would be arranged to con
vert phase differencE's into amplitude 
differences throughout the entire fre
quency range. The phase differences 
dealt with at the low-frequencies however 

'40 may be so small that in this case slight 
· differences in the two microphone circuits 

would have verv large effects. On this 
account microphone spacing o£ the same 
order as that of the human ears is most 

"45 suitable. 
The impulses transmitted through the 

two channels as indicated above may then 
be recorded on two sound tracks on a film, 
for example, by any suitable or known 

50 means, which record may comprise a 
sound track. of constan~ density and vari
able width (e.g. an oscillograph record), 
or a sound track of constant width and 
variable density (e.g a Kerr cell record). 

55 Such a record may be reproduced by 
passinO' lig:ht from the same slit through 
the t;o tracks. separating the beam i~to 
the two Tec01·d portions by means o£ 
prisms or like optical means and employ-

. 60 ing the outputs from two photo-electric 
· cells, excited by these separate paTts of 

i:he beam (after' amplification) to operate 
two loud speakers di11posed one on each 
side of the screen upon which the cinema-

.. fj5 to graph pictures are projected. 

It wip be .apr.reciated t.hat the amount 
of mod1ficahon o£ the impulses trans
mitted through the summation and differ
ence channels as indicated .above depends 
upon a number of factors, includino· the 7Ql 
relative spacing of the microphone; and 
of the loud speakers, and the size and 
positioning of the screen. It can be 
shown that for low frequencies w the 
degree of modification required in the 75· 
difference channel .as compared with the 
modification in the summation channel is 
given by:-

2v y 
K = jw ' fJk 

where 

8 

X 

v =velocity of sound. 
y =fraction of hal£ picture film wiclth 

which the image o£ the sound 
source is off centre. 

80· 

8 =angle of obliquity, in radians, of the 85. 
source from the median plane 
between the microphones. 

lc =effective distance apart of the micro
phones. 

s=width of screen of theatre. 
x =distance apart of loud speakers in 

theatre. 

90· 

This expression in effect gives the 
impedance of the shunt capacity in the 
difference channel in terms of the resis- .9i$
tance in the summation channel. It holds 
for all frequencies where k is small com
pared to the wavelength, and is based on 
the assumption that the 8 is small and 
that x and s are small compared with the lOO 
distance of the listener from the screen 
and loud speakers. 

The portion -lfrc is a factor of the 

.;recording·, and is constant for a given 
arrangement if either the camera is in 105. 
line with the microphones and the centre 
of the :picture, or the action does not move 
app_rec1ably to br from the microphones 
and camera. When recording, the rela- . 
tive distances of camera and microphones HQ' 
and the focal length of the lens mav be 
adjusted to maintain this factor a ~con
stant. 

The expression ~ is a constant for the 

theatre. A.s regards low frequencies only, 115· 
the distance apart of the speakers need 
not. exceed the screen width, but should 
certainly not be closer than 7'0'%1 of the 
screen · width. The closer the loud 
speakers the greater the necessary power :120• 
handling capacity, but the less the 
troubles introduced by formation of 
stationary waves. · 

For the high frequencies no definite 
expression can easily be obtained, .and the ~25 
modification used will pTobably have to 
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be ~auged empirically by hial a.nil ertor. indicated above, while the binaural 
Tne arguments and formula given above " transfer " frequency (from phase- to 

are based on a direct wave analysis and intensity-di&crimination) need have no 
. may have to be considerably modified in definite significance in recording, since it 

P. order to allow for reflection or other is a function of the human brain it i;; 
a9oustic effects. It is preferred there- nevertheless necessary to fix a change~ 
fore to· introduce the :uwdifications it is over frequency from high- to low-he
proposed to employ, at ·the theatre s:lnce quency working for recording, since thia 
all factors will th!ui enter into considera- frequency fixes the form of modification 

10 tion. It will be clear that, as indicated to be used, the distance apaTt of tht"l 
above, the modifying networks and microphon~s and the form of baffh, 
channel arrangements may be emplbyed between them. Any convenient fl'e
between the microphones and the film quency may be chosen as standard aftH 
during recording, or between the" record experience has decided whic~. is. mos~ 

i5 .and the loud speakers during reproduc- suitable. Instead o£ standardlSlng 1t m~y 
tion, and th~ latter course, in addition to be possible from the prelim,inary e:tperi
allowing of adjustment of the arrang~- ments to allow electrically for variation 
ments to suit the particular theatre as of microphone positions and/or of mirro~ 
indicated above, has the additional phone spacing (although the latter would 

20 advantage that the sound :film can be be extremely difficult) and it must lle 
reproduced by a single reptodncing head .. understood th~t this arrangement falk 
or channel i£ for example one of the dual within the scope of the inV'ention. 
an.angements breaks clown, or in a theatre The above described system is basmi 
which, having one installation, does not upon considerations in which no account 

25 wish to go to the expense of installing a is taken of sound reflections or interfer- • 
second apparatus. ence either during recording ot re;produc-

In order to employ successfully a system tion. If difficulties arise from th1s cause 
of the kind described above it is neces- they may be overcome by employing a 
sary to ca~ry out prelimin~ry experiments second pair of loud speakers differently 

30 to determme the most sUitable value of spacecl.and having a different modifying· 
· modification to be employed for each network from the first pair: or a row oi 

recording, and it is also necessary to speakers may be used with a composite, 
standardise various factors tmtering into progressive modifying network to supply 
every recording. In the preliminary them, : or the two speakers may be placeil 

35 experiments, before recording, volume comparatively close together, no direc~ :U 
' · · indicator measurements may _be made with tional effect in this case being given to 

a' sta:tidard ·sottrce placad at the extn!tties high frequencies, except insofar as a 
o£ the "set ", i.e. the space within which phase difference (when the angle of. 
recording is to be effected, and from theatl obliquity of the sound 'Varies only withi11 

M the proposed modifying network laid· out. such very small limits as to avoid 11 
' A further experime11t may also be effected ambiguous results) may be employed to 

to standardise phase angles on the :film. giV'e some such effect even at high fre
At the theatre a simple. adjustment. may quencies. 
be provided to check and balance the mput The system so· far described employs to 

'45 to the two channels, a length o£ test :film re~eive the sound w!tves two _pressure :L 
being used for this purpdse. It wi~l thtts miCrop_ho~es. Veloc1ty or movmg con
be· seen th:;tt the to~al theatre eqtll,Pme~t ductor nncrophones (e.g. moving strip 
necessary 1s very Sltriple and consists m microphones) are also very suitable .and 
a transmission modifiei' (comprising tw.o may b~ emP.loyed, in which case various-

50 or four transformers, for· example, art1- alterations m the. syste;m i:ll,ay be 11:eces- t 
fi.cialline resistances and the control nei- sary. Such velo01ty lnrcrophones giVe a 
work, which may be no m,ore than a con- response varying as the cosine of tli;i 
denser and a resistanl:le) and two normal angle of incidence of the sound relativ.('> 
sound-reproducing heads or pick-ups, or to the direction of normal or· optimum 

55 one specially designed head or picl~-np ~ncidence, and . they have the ~dvantage £ 
adapted to separate the two recordmgs m the present system that a specific deo':ref'; 
~0, ;two comp~elt-e reproducing channels. of loud speaker output separation may be: 
There is no reason why the second channel obtained without :phase-con.V'ersion or lik-e 
used should not be the " stand-by " network modi:ficatwns. 

60 channel now often installed for safety Thr~e general arrangements employing M 
s]nce if as indicated above, one of the velocity microphones are possible, and in , 
channel~ breaks clown reproduction may all cases the microphones are placed as 
be continued without ·serious consequences near together as possible instead· o£ bein~ 
on the 'Other channel only. spaced as artificial ears, as in the case ot 

65 In connection with· the standardisation pressure microphones. ~\ 
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(1) Two velocity microp}lones are placed 
one with its axis directly faCing· in the' 
llirection o£ the centre of the scene, and 
the other with its .axis at right angles to 

5. that direction. A performer speaking 
· from the middle of the scene will affect 

only the face-on microphone,· but 'if he 
moves to one side both microphones will 
provide outputs, while i£ he moves the 

10 other way the outputs are identical but 
the phase of the edge-on microphone is 
reversed. Since the microphones are 
close together no phase differences are 
experienced between them and i£ their 

i5 outputs are summed and differenced .after 
a suitable amount of relative amplifica
titm the two flnal channels differ in magni
i ude in the correct manner for operating 
the loud speakers to give the desired direc-

20 tional effect. Such sum and difference 
arrangement differs from the moclifyinp: 
network employed with pre~sure micro
phones in that the pressure t~·pe provide 
phase difft>rences (whereby direction is 

25 determined) which have to he converted, 
whereas with the velocity type the edge
on microphone provides an output. rno
portional to the obllquify o£ the source. 

(2) Two velocity microphone!'~ may he 
·i30 placed with their' axes perpendicular to 

one another and each axis at 45° to the 
d!rection o£ the centre o£ the ~rreen. 
Thev are sufficiently close top:ether to 
render phase differences o£ the outputs 

35 neo>liO'ible and the output amplitudes 
· differ

0 

approximately proportionally to the 
obliquity of the incident f;onnr1. They 
may theref?re be amplified similarly, and 
supplied d1rec9y t? the loud speakers t.o, 

40 which they' w1ll g1ve the·. corre9t ai~lph-
. tude differences for the desued dnechonal 

effect provided the relationship· between 
the vario1l.s dimensions o£ the reco~ding · 
and reproducinp: " lay-outs " are cor;ect. · 

~5 H it is desired to accommodate any ch:ffer
encies between the " lay-outs " the out~ 
puts may be modified by networks, in the 
manner described, suitably to increase or 
dec~ase tlie differ11nces between them. 

50 (3) Two micropho~es ·may be ~rrali.ged , 
with the two axes lymg sym,metncally to 
the direction· o£ the centre o£ the screen 
and with an angle between them -o£ say () 
de()'rees so that sound from a performer 

~ ' . - - 0 
55 at the centre subtends an angle o£ 2 

degrees to each microphone. If () is 
small a small movement of the performer 
to one side is sufficient to make one micro~ 
phone " edge-oil " and to reduce its out
put to zero, wldle i£ () is l.arge a lurp:e 

eo movement of the performer is necessary to 
do this. By making e adjustable diffe:z:E>nt 
" lay-outs " may be accommodatPd mth~ 
·out the modification indicated under (2) 

5 

and it will be clear also that this pro- 65 
vides a method of directional sound trans~ 
mitting, recording; and reproduction which 
avoids :(hs necess1ty of combining and 
reseparating the two channels. · 

Two velocitv microphones set with their 70 
axes symmetrl:cally inclined to the direc-
tion of the centre line of tl1e scene, may,· 
if placed one above the other, be employed 
also to provide significance of vertieal ns 
well as horizontal movement of fhe sound 75 
Sjource. .Such vertical displo.cement of 
the source will in this arrangement p:iYe 
phase differences to the outputs while 
lateral displacement gives amplitude 
differences, and these can be separated, 80 
the phase differences converted to inten-
sity differences hv modifving networks, 
as 'described, and~ the resltlting impulses 
employed to operate four or more loud 
speakers distributed round the screen, t11e 85 
transmission occupving however onlv two 
channels. A sim'ilar effect maJ: be 
obtained with .a plurality o£ pressure 
mierophones by employing suitable modi-
fieation preYious to transmission. 90 

In obtaining a complete directional 
" sound picture ", i~e. both horizontal 
and vertical dirertional effec-ts, tlie im·en
tion is not. limited solely to the use of 
two mir.rophones. A plurality may he 95 
employed and their outputs suitably 
collected and/ or modified and/ or 
separated to transmit suitable differences 
of impulses to a plurality of loud speakt:'rs. 
The general feature is that two trans- 100! 
mitting channels

1 
rereivinp: impulse:> from 

two or more nncrophones for example, 
communicate two direetional senses at 
right angles to one another, the souilds 
where?y this is ·done heinp: provided 'b:y a. i05 
plurahty of ,loud spealr.ers: 

It will be seen that rrhile with pressure 
microphones it is preferred to transn:tit 
phase differences rather tlian amplitude' 
differences and convert fr!Jm 'on'e to tbe HO 
other in the -last stage, 'with· velocity 
microphones it· is more convenie-nt tb' 
transmit the two channels in phase but- ae 
di:ffetent amplitudes, the only modi:B.ca..:' 
tion then necessary· being an: in~rea~e- · or H5 
decrease of the amplitude differences 
should the :reproducino> " lo.y-out " differ· 
from the recording·'" lay-out." or should 
more than two loitd speaker positions be 
used. 120 

There is a simple method by which 
modifications for increase or decrease 'of 
differences between channels may be 
effected if no conversion of phase differ
ences into amplitude differene>es is 12!! 
required. The met hod is particularly ; 
useful £or the operation of more than two 
loud speakers. H the transmission is 
effected in the form o£ two channa'ls t\f 
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similar phase but different amplitudes, an 
alteration of these amplitude differences 
may be effected by connecting one wire 
of each channel together and connecting 

5 a choke between the other two wires of too 
two channels. The outgoing channels 
whose difference is to be a modification o£ 
the original difference, are connected to 
the common point of the original 

:1.0 channels, and to tappings ulong the choke. 
I£ the differences are to be increased, the 
tappings at which the output channels are 
con11ected lie outside the tappings to 
which the input channels are connected, 

15 so that the choke operates in effect as an 
auto-transformer amplifying the differ
ence voltages. Similarly, for a reduction 
of differences, the output channels are 
tapped intermediately between the two 

20 input channels. Modifications of this 
arrangement in which the devices are 
balanced about earth, etc. may be 
arranged, but the chief advantage is that 
the modification is varied entirely by 

25 altering tappings along a transformer ~1' 
choke, and that no great power loss 1s 
involved. 

This arrangement. of a choke or trans
former is well suited to working a number 

30 of loud speakers for binaural reproduc
tion. In this case, the two outputs from 
power valves are fitted to a choke along 
which the loud speakers are tapped. The 
position of the l?ud SJ?eaker !apping-~ can 

35 be adjusted to smt theu relahve pos1hons, 
and it can be arranged that the valves are 
workinCJ' into their best impedances. 
Transf~rmers mav be used to ensure the 
speakers taking their corr~ct fraction of 

40 the outp_ut. 
While in connection with the above 

described systems, it is suggested that 
when it is desired to record the sounds 
for subsequent reproduction this may he 

45 done upon a film, the invention is not 
limited to that medium since the record
inn' mav i£ desired be effected on discs or 
cylinders of .suitab~e lr!ateri.al. In carry
inn' out the mvenhon m tlns manner the 

150 tw~ channels may if d~si:ed be recorded 
in separate CJ'rooves but 1t IS preferred that 
-they be rec~rded in the same groove hav~ 
inCJ'' a hill and dale and also a lateral cut 
m~vement. For the purposes o£ television 

u5 previous proposals have been made 
whereby a wax disc has a so~nd record as 
a hill and clale cut and a piCture record 
as a laterally cut V-shaped groove at t.he 
bottom of the hill and da;le groove,, or V1Ce 
versa. Such rt?rOI·cls appear unsmted. for 

60 separate ancl distinct so"lm<l rerordmgs 
since undoubtedly cons~derable cross-talk 
between the two recordmgs would occur. 
They can however be mu:•d fo~ two 

65 channels of the kind contemplated In the 

--------------------------'~ 
p~esent inve.nti'Jn, one being- only slight~y 
d1fferent from the ether, smce a certam 
amount of cr6ss-talk in this case does not 
matter, or can be allowed for. FurtherM 
more, the records now proposed are dis
tinguished from those previously known 
in that both channels may separately be 
recorded in one groove by 'a single record
ing tool (either o£ mov1ng iron or mov
ing coil typE') and be reprod'lH'ed there
from by a single reproducing device or 
pick-up'. . 

If the two channels being recorded are 
directlv picked up from hvo micro
phones", or are intendecl to work unmodi- .S(5 
fied into two speakers, that. is with intensi-
ties and qualities similar, it is preferred 
not to cut one track as lateral cut and the 
other as hill and dale, but to cut th't~m as 
two tracks whose movement axes lie at ~r; 
45° to the wax surface, or at some other 
convenient angle dependent on the rela
tive available intensities from lateral cut 
and hill and dale respectively. I£, how
ever, the two channels recorded are such 9\i 
as summation and difference channels, it 
is preferred to separate them completely 
into pure· hill and dale and pure lateral 
cut, 1.e. to make the recording axes nor-
mal and tangential to the wax surface. mil 

The result in the two above sugg-ested 
cases is very similar since channels 
recorded at 45° to the wax surfare giYe 
their sum and difference as the effective 
lateral and hill and dale .amplitudes. iv(~ 

It will be appreciated that a record, 
cut as a combined hill and dale and 
lateral, may be reproduced if dE>sired as 
two skew direction cuts, the basic 
principle being that the ~roove has ampli- iOi> 
tude in any. dir~ction in tl1e plane at right · 
angles to tlie dll'ection <tf wax movement, 
and the recording and reproducing direc
tions may be chosen as any pair of axes 
lines, not necessarily at right angles in HU' 
this plane~ 

It would appear that for such a rerord, 
a material other than that now used for 
lateral cut records, would be desirable, 
and a material o£ the nature of cellulose ii~ 
acetate is indicated. ,, 

The track section is preferably adapted 
to work with a sapphire and have a suffi· 
ciently fine angle to give lateral as well 
as vertical control to the sapphire. :PG 

The recorder whereby both channels ''· 
may be cut by a si~gle tool on the same 
groove may take var1ous forms, tl1e under~ 
lying feature being that a light stylus is 
pulled in two clirections at right angles to ~N~ 
one another and each preferably at 45° ~<!"'-" 
to the wax surface. 

In one such form the recorder mav con-
sist in a short circular reed mounted close 
above and parallel with the wax trark. i3G 
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9ne end of this reed may be firmly fixed like manner any axis conversion can be 
l 1n the one pole of an electromagnet which effected by suitably c~tbining the 
l would pass back over it and eo1nplete the channels through transformers. 

:magnetic circuit in two laminated arms In designing an electric pick-up to 
5 extendin~ down towarcls thf' other free reproduce both- channels care must be 70 

end of the reed. These arms form two taken that the inertia is kept as low as 
poles adjacent to a square portion of the possible, and with this in mind a Yery 
ned at its free end, each pole being light replica of the above described mov
adapted to pull the reed in a direction at ing iron recorder may be employed. 

iO 45° to the wax surfaee. The reed ma:v Alternatively, a moving system in the 75 
<:l be suitably clamped, e.g. with rubber, :m~l form of a T following the lines of the 
1 have a resonant frequency at the toll of, mo•·ing coil recorder suggested above, 
1
1 

or above, the working range. The free may he emgloyed; moving coils may he 
end of the reed carries the sapphire. The used for such a pick-up or the coils 

1 i5 two pole pieces may he wound with r~placed by air gaps of an iron system. 80 

l speech coils, and the energisation of one Smce the fundamental resonant freqnenc;y 
, o£ these would move the sapphire in nn of a pick-up appears to be of no critical 

upward direction at. 45° to the wax sur- import.ance as regards its characteristic, 

1 
face .. Any reduction in thE' pnll o£ nne it may not be necessary to adjust the 

20 pole due to the increaserl flux of th,, re~onant freq_uency in the two modes to 85 
ot~er! may be compensated h:v additim~al the_same value, which would simplify 
wmdmgs on one pole connected in senes the design. Adjustments £or sensitivitv 
with those on the other. Thus energiR- in the two modes could be made by suit
ing any winding will produce the required ably connecting coils wound on the two 

25 movement .at 45° to the wax surface, the limbs of the magnetic circuits. 90 
,.c\ ' charaeteristic being equalised. 1'he hereindescribe;l acoustic systl"m 

1 An alternative moving coil design while being especially applicable to' talk-

1 

employing electromagnetic damping may ing pictures is not iimited• to such use. 
. .-, . consist of a moving member in the shape It may he employed in recording sound 

• ~ 30 of aT. The lower arm of the T. extends quite independently of any picture effects 95 

I
. towards the wax and carries the sapphire; and in this connection (as well as when 

· the horizontal member o£ the T is at right used in cinematograph work) it seems 
. 1 angles to the direction of wax movemei1t, probable that the binaural effect intro-
. . and carries at its ends two wound mov- duced will be found to improve the 

-! 35 ing coils. These moving coils whose axe:; acoustic properties o£ recording· studios iOO 
. 1 are vertical move in suitable annular field- and to save anv drastic acoustic treat-

! gaps. The movement may be supported ment thereof while providing much more 
1 at approximatelY the centre of the T by realistic and satisfactory reproduction. 
i elastic means, which permit of both rota- Furthermore, the syste~ may clearly be 
j 40 tional and vertical movement within the e1i1ployed when the m1croT>hone outputs iO 
· plane o£ the T· Adjustments may be are led directly to the loud speakers 

J>roviclecl to make the resonant frequency instead first of being recm·cled, and such 
of these two movements similar. The an .arrangement may for example be 

l characteristic correction I\lr each coil employed in public address systems in 

1 
t5 drive n:iay ~e similar to those used .for tl:e which directional sound effects are desired. HO 

movino· cml sound recorder descnbed m In general the invention is applicable in 
' the sp~cification of British Patent No. all cases where it is desired to give direc-

1 350,998. tional effects to emitted sound. Also in 
1 Energis.ation of one coil both rotates all cases, both when the impulses are fed 

t::O and translates the T member g1vmg an directly to the loud speakers and when H 5 
1!. :o inclined cutting direction. By suitably they are recorded £or subsequent reproduc

proportioning the length of the vertical tion the total modification and/ or inter~ 
member of the T this axis can be placed action of the channels may be accom-

~ where desired, and fmther can alAo be plished in more than one stage. For 
j 55 controlled by interconnecting portions of example, using pressure microphones, the 120 · the coil windings. low frequency phase differences may be l In all the devices described above, the amplified, the medium frequency phase 
i angles of the axes can be altered by suit- differences converted to amplitude di:fferM 

l
. ahlv connectinO' the speech windings; for ences, and the high frequency amplitude 
. 

60 
instance, axes .;hich are normally inclined differences augmented in a first stage of .. 
at 450 to the wax surface can be converted modification; the low frequency phase 120 

l 
into pure hill and dale and lateral cut differences may then be converted to 
axes by ~rrang,ing ~h~t the speech wind- amplitude ni:fferences in a later staCl'e of 
ings are m ser1es aulmg £or one clwnnel modification. One or !both of these ~ao·e-s 

1611 and opposing for the other channel. In may occur either before or altei the 130 

1 
f 

j 
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sound hal} been recorded. In this manner another. Such uses fall within the scope 
/ the very small low frequency phase .differ- of this i11vention. · . 

ences are augmented before the:v are It must finally be understood that the 
amplified, so avoiding troubles due to invention is not restricted solely to the 

5 small low frequency phase shifts in details of arrangements of the forms of 2£1 
·· amplifiers. - the invention described above since 

:Moreover, the various devices employed varib'ts modifications :may be introdured 
for carrying the invention into effect must in order to carry the invention into effect 
be understood not to be limited· to their under diffe1·ent' conditions and require-

10 use with the other devices also hPrein- ments which have to be fulfilled without 2ti 
described since c>learly many parts, such, departing in any way from the seope 
for example, as the dnal traek record pre- rovered thereby. 
pared by a single cutter, and the multi- ' 
str'tp direction-detecting microphone, are Dated this 14th day o£ December 19~1. 

·i5 clearly o£ wide uQe :::eparately of one UARKS & CLERK. 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION. 

Improvements in and 1·elating to Sound-transmission, Sound
recording and Sound-reproducing Systems. 

)Ve, ALAN DowER BLU1ILEIN, o£ 57, sideralble trouole is experienced with the 
Earl's Court Square, London, S."W. 5, a unpleasant effects produced by echoes 

pO British subject, and ELECTRIC AND which in the normal way would not he 
M:usrcAL INDUSTRIES, LIMITED, of Blyth noticed by anyone listening in the room 
Road, Hayes, in the County o£ Middlesex, in which the performance is taking place. 7!$ 
a company registered under the laws of An observer in the room is listening with 
Great Britain, do hereby declare the two ears, so that. echoes reach him with 

-35 nature of this invention and in what the directional significance which he 
manner the same is to lbe performed, to associates with the music performed in 
be particularly described and ascertained such a room. He therefore discounts these 80. 
in and by the 'following statement :- echoes and psychologically focuses his 

This invent~on relates to. the 'trans- attention on the source of sound. When 
40 mission, recording and reproduction of the music is I'eproduced through a single 
· sound and is more particularly directed to channel the echoes arrive from the same 

systems for recording and reproducing direction as the direct sound so that con- 85 
speech, music and other sound effects. It fusion results. It is a subsidiary object o£ 
is ·applicable in particular, aJthough not this invention 'So to give directa'cmal 

45 exclusively, to systems associated with significance to the sounds that when re
. picture effects as in talking motion produced the echoes are perceived.as such. 

pictures. In order that the physical basis o£ the S'"i) 
The fundamental object o£ the inven- invention can be appreciated· and th& 

tion is to provide a sound recording, re- stages of its development understood, 
.50 producing and/or transmission system known and established £acts concerning 

whereby there is conveyed to the listener the physical relations between· sound 
"95 a realistic impression that th~ intelligence sources, sound waves emitted thereby, and . 

is being communicated to him over two the human ears will be lbriefiy sum~ ' 
acoustic paths in the same manner as he marised. . . 

55 experiences in listening to everyday Human ability to determine the dirac-
acoustic intercourse and this object em- tion fl>om which souncl arrives is due to 100 braces also the idea of conveying to the binaural hearing, the brain: being able to 
listener a true directional impression and detect differences between sounds. re'!e~-ved 
thus, in the case in which the sound is by the two ears from the same source and ! 

·60 associatecl with picture effects improving thus to determine angular directions from 
the illusion that the sound is coming, and which various sounds arrive. This func- ~ 
is only coming, from the artist or other tion is well known ancl has been employed 10(} 
sound source presented to the eye. to considerable extent for example in 

The invention is not, however, limited subaqueous directional detection in which 
65 to use in connection with picture effects, two microphones are connected by head-

but may, for example, be used for im- phones, one to each ear o£ an o!bservet', ~(I.·. ; 

proving the qualities of public addr~ss, the two channels between the microphones ht. · ; 
telephone or rad~o transmission systems, and the two ears being li:ept entirely · J 
or for improving the quality of sound separate. : ~ 

70 recordings. When recording music con:-.;' With two microphones correctly spaced t1 

? 
,•,.: 
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and the two channels kept ent~rely 
separate e.g. by using headphones it is 
known that this directional effect can also 
be obtained for exam.ple in a studio. If, 

5 however, the channels are not kept 
separate (as, for example is the case in 
previously proposed arrangements for 
recording and/ol' reproducing sound, in 
which sounds picked up by a plurality of 

10 pressure microphones are led to loud 
speakers which take the place of the head
phones) the effect is almost entirely lost 
ancl such systems have therefore not come 
int? common use since they are quite un-

i5 satisfactory for the pm·pose. The present 
invention contemplates controlling· the 
sound, emitted for example by such loud 
speakers., in such a way that the direc
honal effect will be retained. 

20 The operation of the ears in detennin-
ing the direction o£ a sound source i8 
not yet fully known but it is fairly well 
established thai the main factors having 
effect are phase diffe1·ences and intensity 

25 differences. between the sounds reaching 
· the· tw<> ears, the influence which each of 

thea~ has depending upon the frequency or 
the sounds emitted. For low frequency 
souncl wavea th(u:e is little or no difference 

. 30 in intensity at the two ears but there is a 
marked phase difference. For a given 
oihliquity of sound the phase difference is 
approxim.ately proport~onal to frequency, 
representing a fixed time delay between 

35 sound arriving at the two ears, by notiug 
which the br~in decides the direction from 
which the sound arrives. This operation 
hofds for all frequencies up to that at 
which there is a phase difference of r. 

4.0 radians or more between sounds arriving 
at the two ears from a source located on 
the line joining them; but above such a 
frequency if phase difference were the sole 
£eat1.ue relied upon for directional loca~ 

115 tion there would be ambiguity in ·the. 
apparent position of the sonrc·e, At that 
stage however the head begin:; to become 
effective as a baffle and causes noticeable 
intensity differences !between the sounds 

50 reaching the two ea.rs, and it is by noting
such intensity differences that the brain 
determines direction of sounds at higher 
frequencies. It has been stated that the 
frequency at which the brain changes over 

55 from phase- to intensity-discrimination 
orc1us at about 700 c.p.s, but it must be 
understood that this may vary within 
quite wide limits in different circum
stances and from person to pen::on, and 

60 that in any case the transference is not 
s1idden or discontinuous but there is con
siderable overlap of the two phenomena 
so that over a consideralllf' frequen!'v 
range differences of both phase and il1-

65 tensity will to some extent, have an effect 

in determining the sens~ o£ direction 
experienced. 

From the above considerati{)ns it will fbe 
dear thaf a directional effect is to be 
obtained by providing- impresl:lions at the 70 
two eal'S o!low frequency phase differences 
a~ hig-h frequency intensity differences~ 
and it would appear that in repl·oducing
from two loud t.peakers the differences 
received liy two microphones. suitably 75 
spaced to represent human ears would give 
this effert to a listener if each microphone 
we1·e connected only to one loud speaker. 
It can be shown however that phase 
differences necessary at the ears for low 80 
frequency directional sensation are :not 
produced solely by phase differences at 
two loud speakers (both of which com
municate with both ears) !but that 
iutensity differences at the speakers are 85 
necessary to give an effect o~ p_hase 
difference: while initial intensi'ty 
differences from' the sources necessary for 
high fl:·equencies are not sufficiently 
marked when the sounds r~mch the ears, 90 
and to produce suitable effects therefore 
the initial intensity di:ffel'ences must he 
amplified. It is for this reason that the 
afo1·ementioned metheds previously pro· 
posed (wherein only pressure microphones Qb 
we1·e 1~sed) are not successful in achieving 
the cleshed effect, these net•essary altera
tions not having 'been umle1;stnocl or in 
any way attained in those prior anange .. 
ments. 10{} 

It will be seen therefore that the inven-
tion consists broadly in so controlling the 
intensities or sound to be, or lleing, 
entitted by a plurality o£ loud speakers or 
similar s01.mn sm.uces, in suitable spaced i05 
relation:,hip to the listener, that the 
listeller's ears will note low frequency 
phase differences and higli frequency in
tensity differences suitable f<>r conveying· 
to the brain a desired sense of dirertio.n UO 
a£ the Round origin. In other words the 
direction from which the sauna arrives at 
the microphones determines the rharac
teristics (more especially, as will !become 
apparent hereafter, the intensities) of the h5 
sounds emitted by the loud speakers in 
such a way as to proviae this directional 
sensation. 

It must be understood that the manual 
control by an ohserver GI intensities of a :1.20 
phtrality of loud speakers s;gaced round a 
motion pichue screen has previously been 
proposed but this method s.u:ffers consider~ 
ably from the defects· indicated abnve, and 
in any case is very difficult and incon~ 125 
venient to operate. No novelty for mere 
intensity control per se is however 
claimed, except insofar as the nature of 
the control is such as to provide the 
necessary relative phase and it\tensity 130 

t . 
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difference sensations. 
I£ in accordance with the invention the 

sound is first recorded and subsequently 
reproduced from the records, the control 

5 may be wholly effected either during the 
recording or during reproduction, or may 
be partially carried out in each stage. It 
must be understood that wherever 
throughout this specification the words 

10 "sound transmission" are employed 
(more especially in the claims specified 
!below), they cover (unless the context 

-otherwise requires) not only the case in 
which impulses pass directly from the 

15 microphones to the loud speakers, but also 
those arrangements embodying an inter
mediate process or system of re.cording ; 
and in the latter cases the sa1d words 
apply to either, or b~th, the passage o£ 

20 impulses £rom the miCrophones to the 
recording system, and £rom the reproducer 
to the loud speakers. 

More specifirall;r the invey t~on consi~:s 
in a system o£ sound transm1ss1on wherem 

25 the sound is picked up by a plurality o£ 
microphone elements and reproduced by a 
plurality o£ loud speakers, comprising two 
or more directionally sensitive micro· 
phones and/or an arrangement of elements 

80 in the transmission circuit or circuts 
wherebv the relative loudness o£ the loud 
speakers is made dependent upon the 
direction £rom which the sounds arrive ai; 
tJie microphones. 

35 •rhe invention also consists in a system 
or sound transmission wherein the sound 
is received by two or more microphones, 
wherein at low frequencies difference in 
the phase of sound pressure at the micro-

~0 phone is reproduced as difference in 
volume at the loud speakers. 

The invention further consists in a 
system of sound transmission in which the 
original sound is detected by two or m?re 

45 microphones of a type such as velomty 
mirrophones whose sensitivity varies 
with the direction of incident sound, and 
in which the dependence o£ the relative 
responses of the microphones to the direc-

50 tion of an incident sound wave is useil 
to control· the relative volumes of sound 
emitted by two or more loud speakers. 

The invention also consists in a system 
of sound transmission wherein impulses 

55 from two microphones transmitted over 
individual channels are adapted to inter~ 
act whereby two sets of impulses are 
further tram'lmitted ronsisting in half the 
sum and hal£ the difference respectively 

60 o£ the original impulses, said impulses 
being thereafter modified to control the 
relative loudness of loud speakers whereby 
the sound is to !be reproduced. 

65 The invention also consists in a system 
o£ sound transmission wherein the souncl 

is picked up by two directionally sensitive 
microphones which are so spaced andfor 
with their axes o£ maximum sensitivity so 
directed relative fo one another and to 
the sound source, that the relative loud- 'It 
ness o£ loudspeakers which reproduce the 
impulses is controlled by the direction 
from whicll t1ie sound reaches the micro
phones. 

The invention also consists in a system 'lr 
as set forth above wherein two sets of im
pulses are mechanically recorded in the 
s~me groove. 

The invention also consists in a system 
as set forth above wherein the impulses are g(, 
transmitted by ~dio telephony. 

The invention also consists in a system 
as set forth above in combination with 
means £or the photogtapliic recording or 
transmission and/or reproduction of s:; 
pictures. 

The word channel, as employed herein, 
means an electric circuit carrying a 
current having a definite form. depending 
upon the original sounds in the studio. 1\i 
Thus two channels may be different not 
onlv because the average intensities or 
typ'es of current in them differ but also 
because they originate from two mirro
phones in different positions in the studio. f!:; 

The nature of the invention will !become 
apparent from the following description 
o£ various methods and modes o£ carryin~ 
it into effect but it must be understood 
that the different forms described are !00 
given merely by wa;r ?f example and do 
not impose any restr10hons upon the scope 
of the invention or the manner and means 
wherebv it may be accomplished. 

The 'description will be more readily .1(1~, 
understood by reference to the accompany· 
inrr drawings, wherein. 

Figure 1 represents diagrammatically 
the :tsAembly o£ one syst-em according to 
th~ invention: W! 

Fip:ure 2 represents 1), microphonic 
arrangement for use according to one form 
of t.he invention : 

Fi~rure 3 repr~sents a transformer 
nrranaement employed in one form of the iJ:1 
inv~>ntion: and 

Fignre 4 showA a symbolic reprf'sf'ntn· 
t.ion of the arrangement shown in Figure 
3. 

Firrnres 5, 6 and "{ repreAent various 1::!!.} 
Pirruit arrang-ements applirnble to various 
forms of the invention, while 

Figures 8. 9, 10 and 11 reprpsent 
different forms (It sound recorders whirh 
m11v be employed. :~.:;::;, 

It. will !be rlenr that the invention is 
nnrtirn1nrlv nnulicnblA to talldm; mot.ion 
niPtures n~d the following- description 
will thereforR be p>lven with refflrence to 1~, this application. In one form o£ the in· 'v 
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vention convenient for this purpose shown 
in .Figure 1 the sounds to be recm·ded and 
reproduced with the pictures may oe 
received from a source 01 by two pressure 

5 microphones a1, a2 mounted on opposite 
·sides of a block of WQOd or baffle b which. 
serves to provide the high frequency 
intensity differences at the microphones in 
the same way as the human head operates 

tO upon the ears as indicated above. Th.e 
outputs from the two microphones are 
after se-parate amplification by separate 
similar amplifiers 61, b2 taken to suitaJbly 
arrang-'8 circuits o comprising transformers 

1?) or bridge or network circuits which con
vert the two primary channels into two 
secondary channels which may be called 
the summation and difference channels. 
These are arrang-ed so that the current 

20 flowing into the summation channel will 
represent hal£ the sum, or the mean, of 
tl1e currents flowing in the two original 
channels, while the current flowing into 
the difference channel will represent hal£ 

25 the difference o£ the currents in the 
· original channels. 

One convenient transformer arrang'e
.ment: for this purpose is shown in Figure 
3 wherein input currents from amplifiers 

30 bl, b2 are separately red each to two 
. primary windings, one on each of two 

transformers, the secondary winding of 
each transformer providing a " sum " or 
"difference" output curwmt on account 

· 35 of the senses in which the primary coils 
are wound as shown. A diagrammatie 
representation of a sum and difference 
arrangement (which may consist of a 
transformer similar to that o£ Figme 3 or 

40 any other suitable arrangem<'nt of circuit 

r 

elements) is shown in Figure 4. . 
In accordance with the form o£ the inH 

vention being described the two outputs 
from the sum and difference arrang<'ment 

~5 are modified in order to obtain subse~ 
quentl;v the desired sound effects and one 
convenient circuit arrangement for effert
i.ng this is shown in Figure 5 which re
presents the portion of the circuits 

50 indicated by c in Figure 1. Assuming· 
the original currents differ in nhase only' 
the current in thf' difference Phannel will 

be ; different in phase from the current 

in the summation .channel. This 

55 difference current is passed through two 
resistances il and e in series between which 
a condenser f forms a shunt arm. 'rhe 
voltage across this condenser f will be in 
phase with that in the summation 
channel. By passing· the current in the 

60 summation channel through a plain resis
tive attenuator network composed of series 
resistances rJ, h and a shunt resistance i, 
a voltage is obtained which remains in 

phase with i.he voltage across the con
denser f in the diff-erence channel. These 65 

two voltages are then combined and re~ 
separated by a sum and difference process 
such as previously adopted so as to pro~ 
duce two final channels. The voltage in 

70 the first final channel wilr'be the sum Qf 
these voltages and the voltage in the 
second final channel will be the difference 
between these voltages. Since these 
voltag~s were in phase the two final 
channels will be in phase lbut will differ 75 
in magnitude. By choosing the valueofthe 
shunt resistance iin thesummationchannel 
and the shunt condenser f in the difference 
channel for f!tt given frequency, 
any degree of amplitude difference in the SO 
final channels can be obtained for a given 
phase difference in the original channels. 
For the low frequencies it can be shown 
that the phase difference between the 
waves will, for a given obliquity o£ t}1e 85 

sound source,, vary proportionately with 
frequency, bemg very small for a very low 
frequency. Thus for a given obliquity 
of the sound the current in the difference OO 
channel will be increasingly great. com
pared with that in the summation channel 
the higher the frequency. Hence the use 
of a shunt condenser f in the difference 
cireuit will have the effect of producing a 95 
fixed int-ensit:v difference in the final 
channels for ~ given obliquity at all low 
frequencies. 

For the higher frequencies as indicated 
above it. is not necessary to convert phase 100 
shifts into amplitude differences, but 
simplv to reprodure amplitude diffei'ences. 
The shunt condenser f in the difference 
circuit is therefore [milt out with a resist~ 
ance 7.· whose ~alue is ~nbstantially equal 105 
to that of resistance t. 

In building this circuit the capacity o£ 
the rondenser f is of such value t.hat its 
impedance is small compared with that of 
the series resistanres (l and e over the iiO 
whole working mnge, while the value of 
resistance h is such that it equals the 
reactance of the condenser at approxi
mately the frequency above which it is 
desire"rl not to convert phase differences H5 
into amplitude differenres. The value of lc 
is in general equal to that o£ i, in which 
case the amplitude differences for high 
frequencies are passed on without modiH 
fication. 120 

It may be found necessary to employ ' 
more complex circuits than the shunt 
resistance lt~ and condenser f in the · 
difference circuit ana shunt resistance 1~ 
in the summation circuit, which however 125 
rorm the hasie arrangement.. However 
it musi: be underst<lOn that the circuits 
employf'd may l1e considPrably modified as 
required without departing- from the scope 
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or the invention. 
The outputs £rom th~ modifying circuit 

o (Figure 1) are passed to amplifiers d11 

d2 and thence to loud speakers e1,e, suit~ 
5 ably disposed on each side of a picture 

screen. It is to be understood that Figure 
1 .merely traces. the passage of intelli~~ 
gence from the source a to a recipient and 
no. recording or reproducing system has 

10 been shown. Such may however be in .. 
serted anywhere along the electrical cir
cuit such for example as lbetween 
amplifiers. b1, b~ and modifying assembly 
c, or between assembly c and amplifiers 

15 dl, d2. 
In the latter case the impulses trans

mitted through the two channels as in~ 
dicated above may for example be 
recorded on two sound tracks on a film 

20 by any suitable or known means, each of 
which records may comprise either a 
sound track o£ constant density and vari
able width (e.g. an oscillograph record), 
or a sound track of constant width and 

25 variable density (e.g. a light valverecord). 
Alternativ·ely both records may lbe made 
on a single traek comprising a combina
tion o£ the variable width and variable 
density forms of recording. 

30 Such a record may be reproduced by 
· passing light from the same slit through 

the two tracks, separating the beam into 
the two recoru portions by means of 
prisms or like optical means and employ~ 

35 ing the outputs fl·om two phot_o-electric 
cells, excited by these separate parts of 
the beam (after amplification) to operate 
two loud speakers disposed one on each 
side of the screen upon which the cine-

40 1natograph pictures are projected. 
From the above descriptien it will be 

clear that obliquity of the direction of 
e;ound wave propag·ation relative to the 
microphones al) az will produce differences 

4.5 of intensity at the toud speaker~> so as to 
give· an impression to an obs.e;rver o& 
oblique sound incidence. 

If two very small microphones are used 
and placed very close together it may be 

50 found possible to obtain microphone out
puts which do not differ appreciably in 
amplitude hutj only tn phase for all 
working frequencies. In this case the 
modifying circuit may be arranged to 

55 convert phase differences into amplitude 
differences throughout th£~ entire fre
quency range. The phase difference~ 
dealt with at the low-frequencies l>.owever 
may be so small that in this case slight 

60 differences in the two microphone circuits 
would have very large effects. On this 
acrount microphone spacing of the same 
order as that of the human ears is most 
suitable. 

65 It will be appreciated that the amount 

o£ modification necessary to the impulses 
t.:ransmitted through the S'l.lmmation and 
difference channels as indicated above 
depends. upon a number of factors, includ-
ing the relative spacing of the micro- 70 
phones and of the loud speakers, and the 
size and positioning of the screen. It can 
be shown that for low frequencies w the 
degree of modification. required in the 
difference channel as compal·e<l with the 'i5 
modification in the summation channel is 
given hy :-

where 
·v=velocity o£ sound. 80 
y = fl·action of half picture film width 

which thE:~ image of the sound 
source is off centre. 

8 =angle o£ oibliqui ty, in radians, of 
the soUl'ce from the~edian plane 8b 
between the microphones. 

lc effective distance apart of the 
microphones. 

s =width of screen of theatre. 
.t· distance apart o£ loud speakettl &0 

in theatre. 
This expression in effect gives the im

pedance of the shunt capacity f in the 
difference channel in terms of the resist
auee ·~ in the smumation. channel. It 9~) 
holds for all frequencies. where 1~ is small 
compared to the 'vavelength, and is based 
on the assumption that the 8 is small and 
that .v and s are small colnpared with the 
distanra of the listener from the screen 100 
and loud spealfers. 

The portion ~rJ. is a factor o£ the record

ing, and is constant for a given arrang·e
ment i£ either the camera is in line with 
the microphones and the centre of the iOti 
picture, or the action does not move appre
ciably to or from the microphones and 
camera. When recording, the relative 
diAianceR of ('1\JUera a.ud lllicl'ophones iiO 
and the focal length of the lens may be ·' 
adjusted to maintain this factor a con~ 
stant. 

The expression !... is a constant for the 
X 

theatre. As regards low frequencies only, 
the distance apart o:f the speake1•s need u~. 
not exceed the screen width_, but should 
certainly not !be closer than 70percent. of 
the screen width. The closer the loud 
speakers the greater the necessary power 
handling capacity, but the less the :120 
troubles. introduced by formation of 
stationary waves. 

For the high frequencies no definite 
expression can easily be obtained, and the . 
modification, if any, used will pro!bably :125 
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have to be gauged empirically by trial 
and error. 

The.arguments and formula given above 
are based on a direct wave analysis and 

5 may have to l1e considerably modified m 
order io allow for reflection of other 
acolH;tic effect!'!. It is preferred therefore 
to introduce the modifications it is proposed 

· to employ, at the theatre since all factors 
10 will then enter into consideration. It will 

be clear that, as indicated above, the 
modifying networks and channel arrange
ments may 1Je employed between the 
microphones and the film during reoord-

i5 ing, or !between the record .ancl the loud 
speakers during reproduction, and the 
latte·r course, in addition to allowing of 
adjustment of the arrangements t-o suit 
the particular theatre as indieated above, 

20 has the additionaladvantage that. the sound 
film can _be reproduced by a single repro
ducing head or channel if, for example, 
one of the dualal·rangements breaks down, 
or in a theatre \'ivhich, having one installa-

25 tion, does not wish to .go to the expense o£ 
' installing .a second apparatus. 

In order to employ successfully a 
system o£ the kind described above it is 
necessary to carry out preliminary experi-

30 ments to determine the most suitable 
- value of modification to be employed for 

each recording, and it is also necessary 
to .standardise voarious faetors entering 
into e'i-·ery recording. ln the preliminary 

35 experiments, before recording, volume in
dicator measurements may be made with 
a standard sound source placed at the 
extremes of the " set ", i.e. the space 
within which recording is to lbe effected,, 

40 and :from these the proposed modifying 
net:work laid out. A further experiment 
may also he -effected to standardise phase 
angles ou the :film. At the theatre a 
simpl13 adj-ust:ment may be provided to 

115 check and balance the input to the hvo 
.channels, a l-eng·th of test film heing used 
for this purpose. It will thus be seen that 
the total theatre equipment necessary is 
very simple and consists in a transmission 

30 modifier (comprising two or four trans
formers, for example, artificial line 
resistances and the control network, which 
may be no more than a condenser and a 
resistance) an(l -twa normal sound~repro~ 

53 clueing heads o:r piek-ups, or one speciallv 
designed head or pick~up adapted to 
separate the two recordings to two com
plete reproducing channels. There is no 
reason why the second channel used 

!10 should not be the " stancl-hy " channel 
now often installed for safety since if, 
as indieated above, one of the channels 
breaks down reproduction may be con
tinued without serious consequenc-es 'On the 

t."rS other channel only. 

In connection with the standardisation 
indicated above, while the !binaural 
'' trans£er '' frequeney (from phase- to 
intensity-discrimination) need _have no 
definite significance in recording, since it 70 
is a function of the human brain, it is 
nevertheless necessary to fix a ~hange-over 
irequency ~rom high.. to low.,frequency 
working for recor(Ung, since this fre
que.JlCY fixes the values of the elements 75 
in the modifier and thus the form of 
modification t<> be used, the distance apart 
<ll the microphones and the .fonn of bailie 
between them. any convenient frequency 
may be chosen as standard after 80 
experience has decided which is most suit
.able. Instead of standardising .it may be 
.possible _from the preliminary es;periments 
to allow_ electrically f<>r variation of 
1nicrophone .positions and/or of micl'O· 85 
phone spacing (although the latter would 
be extl'em:ely difficult) and it must be 
ur!{!erstoim that. this arrangement falls 
within the scope <>£ th.e invention. 

The above analysis is lhased upon con- 90 
siderations which take no account of 
solmd r.eflections or interf~rence during 
.reproauction. The reflected sound waves 
'vhich arise during rel!ording will be re
produced .with a directional sense and will 95 
sound more uatnral than they would with 
a non-directional reproducing system. If 
difficulties arise in reproduction they may 
be overcome hy employing a second pair o£ 
loud speakers differently spaced and hav- 100 
ing a different modifying network from 
the first pair : or a row of speakers may 
be used with a composite, progresl'!ive 
modifying network to supply them : or the 
two speakers may be placed comparatively 105 
close togeth-er. 

In this last arrangement the sense o£ 
direction of the appare'nt sound source 
will only be conveyed t<> a listener for 
the full frequency range for positions HO 
lyixus between the loud speakers; but if it 
is desired to convey the impression that 
the sound source has 1noved to a position 
beyond the spae-e between the loud 
speakers the modifying networks may be ii5 
arrnng·ed to teverse the phase of that loud 
speaker remote from which the source 1s 
desiretl to appear, and this will suffice to 
convey the desired impression for the low 
frequency sounds. With this arrange~ i2G 
ment of loud speakers close together, how~ 
ever, it woul cl not lbe possibl13 to effect a 
similar illusion in connection with high 
frequencies. 
T~e system so far described employs to i25 

receive the sound wav~s two non
directional microphones, e.g. pressure 
microphoneB. Directionallv sensitive' 
microphones may also be employed spaced 
a small distance apart, th-e outputs being- 13(j 
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modified as indicated so that the relative this form of the invention is shown m 
outputs o£ the loud speakers. are controlled .Figure 6. This is substantially identical 
both by djfferences in phase and differ- with that shown in Figure 5 except that 
euces in magnitude of the microphone the shunt condenser f and resistance k in 

5 outputs. l::luch directionally sen&itive series, and the &hunt l'esistance i are re· ·~.-
microphones may be, but are not plaeed by shunt resistances l nb which 
necessarily, o£ the type known as velocity are preferably variable as shown. rrhese 
microphones, and preferably provided lines therefore form artificial attenuators 
with movable conduetot• elements so light and by altering their relative attenuation 

iO as to move substantially as the surround- the intensity differences in the two lines 
ing air. corresponding to ,a given .ohliHuitty o£ 

Velocity or moving· conductor micro- sound is controlled. 
phones (e.g·. moving ~:>trip microphones) (2) T\vo velocity microphone8 or micro
are very suitable for any system accord- phone elements, may be placed with their 

15 ing to the invention and in addition to axes perpendicular to one another and . .i 
use with. circuit arrangements described each axis ut 45° to the direction of the 
oJbove: they may alt?o be employed with centre of the screen. 'l'his arrangement 
various alterations in the circuits. These is represented diagrammatically in Figure 
microphones give a response varying as 2 wherein n and o represent two velocity, 

20 the cosine of the angle of incidence of the m· directionally sensitive microphones on!:' ;:·· 
sound relative to the direction of normal above the other arranged perpendicular to 
or optimum incidence, and they therefor~ one another and at equal angles at 4,jo 
have the adv.antage that a certain degree to the direction of the centre of the field 
of loud speaker output separation may from which sound is to be received. 1, 

25 
be obtained without phase-conversion or will he clear that movement of the sound 
like network modifications. source a laterally to a position p removed ,:t 

'l'h.ree general arrangements employing from the centre o£ the field will result in 
velocity microphones are possible, and in the sound waves striking oat a more acntt~ 
all cases the microphones are placed a$ angle than they strike n and differences 

30 near together as possible instead of being in the microphone outputs will result.. ,..~ 
spaced as artificial ears, atl in the case of The microphones are sufficiently close 
pressure microphones. together to render phase differences of the 

(1) Two velocity microphones are placed incident sound neglig·ible and the output 
one with its axis of maximum response amplitudes therefore differ approximately 

35 directly facing in the direction o! the proportionally to the ofbliquity of the iC~ 
centre of the scene, and the other with its illrident sound. They may therefore hE' · · 
axis at right angles to that direction. amplified similarly, and supplied dire{'tl;v 
Both moving strips are in line, tnd to the loud speakers to which they will 
arranged so that this line is vertical, give the correct amplitude differences for 

110 
v;l:ereas the sound source moves in a ho'l'i- the desired directional effect provided the H';' 
zontal plane. A perfotmer speaking relationship between the various dimen
£rom the middle of the scene will affect sions of the recording and reproducing 
only th~ face-on microphone, but if he " lay-outs " are correct. I£ it is desired 
moves to one side both ,microphones will to accommodate any differences between 

4 provide outputs, while if he moves the the " lay-outs " the outputs may be modi- 11 r. 5 other wav similar outputs are provided fied by networks, in the manner described, 
but the phase o.f the edge-?n microphone s1~itably to increase or decrease the 
is reversed. Smce the miCrophones are drfferences between them. An arrange
close to"'ether no phase differences are ment such as shown in Figure 6 is suit-

50 experi:er~ced between the~ and i£ their able for this purpose, and such an :!.i~ 
outputs ai·e summed and d1fferenced after arrangement may of course also be 
a suitable amount of relative amplification employed even if the lay-out is correct if 
the two final channels differ in magnitude it is desired for any reason to control or 
in the correct manner for operating· the modify the amplitude differences of the 

55 loud speakers to give the desire~ cliree- loud speaker .outputs. \'"''' 
tional effect. Such sum and chfferenre (3) 'l'wo miCrophones may be arranged 
arrangement differs from the modifying with the two axes lying symmetrically 
network employed with pressme mic;o- to the. direction o£ the centre of the field 
phones in that the pressure type provide and With an angle between them of say fJ 

60 phase differences (wherl3by direction is degrees, so that sound from a performer iZ~ 
determined) which have to be converted, t th t ulbt d 1 £ 0 
whereas with the velocity type the edge- a e cen re s en s an ang e o 
on microphone provides an output pro- degrees to each microphone. I£ fJ is small 
portional to the oibliquity of the source. a small movement of the per!ormer to one 

65 A suitable modifying arrangement for side is sufficient to make one microphone 
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" -edge-on " and to reduce its output to 
zero, while if 0 is large a large movement 
o£ the performer is necessary to do this. 
By making 0 adjustable different " lay-

5 outs " may be accommodated without the 
modification indicated under (2) and it 
will be dear also that this provides a 
method o£ directional sound transmitting, 
recording and reproduction which avoids 

10 the necessity of combining and reseparat
ing the two channels. 

'£he microphone elements in any of the 
above cases may be enclosed in a single 
casing i£ desired for convenience, and may 

t5 also be positioned in a single magnetic 
system common to both. 

Two velocity microphones set in line 
with one another and with their axes of 
maximum response symmetically inclined 

20 to the direction of the centre line o£ the 
scene, may, if placed. one above the other, 
be employed also to provide significance 
d vertical as well as horizontal movement 
of the sound source in a plane perpen-

25 dicular to the axis o£ maximum response 
o£ the microphone system. Such vertical 
displacement o£ the source will in this 
arrangement give phase differences to the 
outputs while lateral displacement gives 

30 amplitude differences, and these can be 
separated, the phase differences converted 
to intensity differences by modifying 
networks, as descrilbed, and the resulting 
impulses employed to operat.e four or 

35 more loud speakers distributed round the 
screen. The transmission in such a 
system occupies only two channels (one 
leading from each mirrophone) up to a 
point in the system where each of these 

40 channels is divided into t.wo parallel 
channels thu& providing four channels in 
all at this point. Two ehannels, one from 
each parallel pair o£ these divided 
channels, are connMted to one modifying 

45 network adapted to deal with phase 
differences, and the other two channels, 
one from each pair, connected to another 
modifying network adapted to augment 
intensity differences. Each modifying 

50 nefwork operates a p,lurality of loud 
speakers providing a directional sensa~ 
tion in one direction, and in this manner 
directional senses in two directions at 
1·ight angles can be obtained. It will be 

55 seen that in such an arrangement the 
transmission and/or recording (which is 
the most expensive and difficult operation 
of the system) may be effected over only 
two channels although directional sensa-

60 tions in two perpendicular directions are 
subsequently obtained. A similar effect 
may be obtained with a plurality of 
pressure microphones by employing suit
able modification previous to transmission. 

65 In obtaining a complete directional 

" sound picture ", i.e. !both horizontal 
and Yertical dir€ctional effects, the inven-
tion is not limited aolely to the use of two 
microphones. A plurality may be 
employed and their outputs suitably col- 70 
lected, modified and separated to transmit 
suitable di:fferenc~s of impulses to a 
plurality o£ loud speakers. The general 
feature is that two transmitting channels, 
receiving impulses from two or more 75 
microphones for example, communicate 
impulses which can be modified and 
separated to provide two directional sen&es 
at right angles to one another, the sounds 
whereby this is don{;! being provided by 80 
a plurality of loud speakers. It will 
moreover be clear that if the sound sout·ce 
moves away from or towards the micro
phones the overall intensity of the com
bined loud speaker propagations will vary 85 
and thus provide indication of the position 
of the source along that axis. Full three
dimensional location of the souree is thus 
obtained by this arrangement. 

It will ~een that while with pressure 90 
microphones it is preferred to tranf)mit 
phase differences rather than amplitude 
differences· and convert from one to the 
other as late as poss~ble J>rior to repro
duction, wifh velocity microphones it is .,.._ tf,) 
more eonvenient to tranmit the two 
channela in phase but at different 
amplitudes, the only modification then 
necessary being an increase or decrease of 
the amplitude differences :lhould the re- :1.00 
produring " lay-out " differ £rom tne 
recording "lay~out" or shvuld more than 
two loud speaker positions be used. 

There is a ~imple method by which 
modifications for increase or decrease of i05 
differences between channels may be 
effected if no conversion of phase 
differences into amplitude differences is 
required. The method is particularly \tBe· 

ful for the operation o£ more than two iiO 
loud speakers, and is also useful for work-
ing into hig·h impedances such as the grid 
impedance of a thermionic valve. The 
arrangement is shown diagrammatically 
in Figure 7. I£ th€ transmission is :l.i5 
effected in the form of two channels 7' s 
o£ similar phase but different amplitudes, 
an alteration o£ these amplitude 
differences may be €ffected by connecting 
one wire of each channel1• and s. together 120 
at t and connecting a choke u between 
the other two wires o£ the two channels. 
The outgoing channels v and w whose 
difference is to be a modification o£ the 
original difference, are connected by one i25 
wire each to the common point t o£ the 
original channels, and hy their othe1~wires 
to tappings along the choke u. I£ the 
differences are to be increased, the tap
pings at which the output channels are 133 
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connected lie outside the tappings to 
which the input channels are connected, 
so that the choke operates in effect as an 
auto - transformer amplifying the 

15 difference voltages. Similarly, for a re
duction of difftJrences, the output channelt~ 
are tapped. intermediately between the two 
input channels. Modifications of this 
.arrangement in which t)he devices are 

.iO balanced about earth, etc. may be 
arranged, but the chief advantage i& that 
the modification is varied entirely by 
altering tappings along a transformer or 
choke, and that no great power loss is 

i5 involved. 
This arrangement of a choke or trans

former is well suited to working a number 
of loud speakers for binaural reproduc
tion . .In this case, the two outputs from 

20 power valves are fitted to a choke such as 
u along· wh~ch the loud speakers are 
tapped. The position of the loud speaker 
tapping& can be adjusted to suit their 
relative positions, and it can oe arranged 

25 that the valves are working into their best 
impedances. Transformers may lbe used to 
ensure the speakers taking their correct 
fraction of the output. 

While, in connection with the above 
30 described systems, it is suggested that 

when it is desired to record the sountls 
£or subsequent reproduction this may be 
done upon a film, the invention is not 
limited to that medium since the recording 

J5 may if desired he effected on discs or 
cylinders o£ suitable material. In carry
ing out the invention in this manner the 
two channels may i£ desired be recorded 
in separate grooves but it is preferred that 

40 they be recorded in the same groove hav
ing a hill and dale and -also a lateral 
cut movement. For the purposes of tele
vision previous proposals have been made 
whereby a wax disc has a sound record 

115 as a hitl and dale cut and a picture record 
as a laterally cut V-shaped groove at the 
bottom o£ the hili and dale groove, or 
vice versa. Such records appear unsuited 
for separate and distinct sound recordings 

50 since v..ndouOtedly considerable cross-talk 
between thtl two recordings would occur. 
The:v can however be used £or two 
chai:mels ·of the kind contemplated in the 
present invention, one being only slightly 

55 different from the otlier, since a certain 
amount of cross-talk in this ease does not 
matter, or can he allowed for. Further
more, the records now proposed are dis
tinguished from those previously known in 

60 that both cl1annels may be 1·ecorded as 
separate cuts in one p;roove and may be 
1ecorded by a single recording tool (either 
o£ moving iron or moving coil type) and 
ibe reproduced therefrom by· a single 

65 reproducing device or piek·up. 

I£ the ttro channels being recorded are. 
clirectly picl~ed up from two microphones. 
or are intended to work unmodified into 
two speakers, that is with intensities and 
qualities simBar to those of the orig·inal 
sounds received, it is preferred not to cut 
<me track as lateral cut and the other a:4 

bill .and dale, but to cut them as two 
tracks whose movement axes lie at 45° to 
the wax surface, or at some other con- ~· 
venitJnt angle dependent on the relativt> 
available intensities from lafei·al cut anrl 
hill .and dale respectively. n, however. 
the two channels recorded are such a~ 
summation and ui:fferenct~ channels, it 1s F 
preferred to separate them completely into 
pure hill and dale and pure lateral cut, 
i.e. to make the recording axes normal and 
tangential to the wax surface. 

The result in the two above suggested t~ 
cases is ·very siJUilur since channels 
recorded .at 45° to the wax surface give 
their sum .and difierence as the effective 
lateral and hill and dale amplitudes. 

It will be appreciated that a record, [;: 
cut. as a combined hill and dale and 
lateral, may be reproduced if desired as 
two skew direction cuts, the basic 
principle being· that the groove has 
amplitude in any direction in the plane fl: 
at right angles ~ the direction of wax 
movement, and the recording and repro
clueing directions may be chosen as any 
pair of axes lines, not necessarily at right 
ang·les, in this plaM. ·lfi' 

[t would appear that for such a record, 
a material other than that now used for 
lateral cut records, would !be desirable, 
and a material of the nature o£ cellulose 
aeetate is indicated. hi.". 

The track section is preferably adapted 
to work with a sapphire and have a 
sufficiently fine angle to give lateral as 
well as vertical control to the sapphire. 

1'he recorder whereby both channels 1 H• 
may be cut by a sing·le t<)Ql ou the same 
groove may take various forms, the under
lying feature being that a light. &tylus is 
pulled into t'vo directions at right angles 
to one another .and each preferably at 45° i i ;'j 
to the wax surface. 

Figure 8 shows schematically a recorder 
of this kind suitable £or producing 1·ecords 
having complex cuts. 1 and 2 represent 
the driving elements of two recorders f;?;\J 
normally adapted for cutting· lateral cut 
records. These driving ~lements drive 
arms 3 and 4 about axes at rig·ht angles to 
the plane o£ the paper within 1 and 2. 
The ends o£ these arms are connected by H';i 
ligoaments 5 and 6 to the end o£ a reed 7 
which extends backwards along an axis 
perpendicular to the paper to support.s 
n~f shown. This reed carries a cutting; 
sapphire 8. Movements of the wcording i,lO 
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arms 3 and 4 produce movements in the 
end of the reed 7. Thus, currents in move.. 
ment 1 will cause the rood 7 to move 
along an axis approximately 45° to the 

6 vertical rising from lef.t to right acros!l 
the figure. Similarly, currents in move
m~nt 2 will produce movement of the 
reed 7 in an axis at right angles to the 
fonuer axis, while currents in !both move-

tO ments will o£ course result in vertical 
movement of the reed. 

Another such form o£ recorder shown 
in Figur-e 9, representing a moving iron 
recorder, may consist in a short reed 9 

· 5 mounted close above and parallel with 
the wax track and carrying- the cutting 
sapphire 8. This reed 9 may extend hack
wards perpendicularly to the paper to 
supports (not shown) which join the top 

20 o£ a laminated pole system 10 to complete 
a polarising magnetic system therewith. 
The two laminated arms of the pole piece 
10 extend clown towards the free end of 
the reed 9. These arms form two poles 

25 adjacent to a square portion of the reed 
at its free end, each pole being adapted 
to pull the reed in a direction at 45° to 
the wax surface. The reed may be suit-

. ahly damped, e.g. by a rubber line, and 
SO have a resonant frequency at the top o£, or 

above, the working range. The two pole 
pieces may be wound with speech coils, 
and the energisation of one of these moves 
the sapphire in an upward direction at 

35 45° to the wax Burfare. The t(lrminuls 15 
o£ one channel are connected to main
winqing 12 and compensating winding 11. 
'rhe terminals 16 o£ the other channfll 
are connected to main winding 14 and 

40 compensating winding 13. Current in 
either channel will pull the reed towards 
the pole carrying the main winding;the 
purpose o£ the compen11ating winding 
being to prevent movement of the reed 

45 away £rom the other pole due to the flux 
drawn away from this pole by the main 
winding. With the winding shown, 
currents in either channel will cause the 
reed to cut a track at approximately 45° 

50 to the vertical. By a suitable re-
arrangement of windings, or by a suitable 
transformer connection between the 
channels and th~ terminals of the recorder 
as shown, any other movement axes may 

55 be obtained. Thus £or example the tool 
may have one mov-ement by torsion o£ its 
support.ing reed and another by flexure 
thereof. 

An alternative moving coil desig-n which 
60 may employ electrOI?agnetic da~ping 

may consist o£ a movmg member m the 
shape of a T as shown in Fig-ure 10. The 
rerorder sapphire 8 is supported on a lig-ht 
T member 17', which is supported at 18 by 

1 ,65 elastic means such that it may rotate a!hout ,. 
r 

this point, and may also translate 
vertically, though it is resistant to h<lri
zontal mov-ements in th~ plane o£ the 
paper. The device is driven by moving 
coils, e.g1~·. speech coilsd, ~9 and 20 which 'i~. 
are free y located an !llllll.ersed in the 
steady magnetic field provided in annular 
gaps in a magnetic system, :not shown, 
Current in one of the moving coils tends 
to both rotate and translate thtJ device so :75 
that the sapphire 8 moves along an a;x~s at 
approximately 45° to the vertical. The 
movement. o£ this device may be damped 
and equalised along the lines described in 
British Patent Specification No. 350,998. 80 
As before any required axes of movement 
may be obtained hv suitable interconnec-
tio;l of the two ch:iving coils. Such a 
movement preferably has the same natural 
frequency for both rotation and translu- Sb 
tion. Further the distribution of mass is 
preferably such that a small instantaneous 
force applied at one eoil produces no 
movement at the other. 

Figure 11 shows another form o£ 90 
recorder similar in principle to the one 
shown in Figure 10 except that a moving 
iron drive is employed. The member 11 
moving about axis 18 is constructed o£ 
magnetic material, • or has a magnetic 91) 
upper portion. The " E " sb~ed member 
21 is polarised either by being partially 
permanently magnetised, or having a 
magnetising winding on it, ~o that the 
central pole is of opposite llolarity to the iOO 
two outer poles. Speech wmdings on the 
outer poles are brought out to terminals 
15 and 16 to which the two channels are 
connected. 

In all the devices described albove, the i05 
angles o£ the axes defining the movements 
o£ the sapphire can be altered by suitably 
connecting the speech windh.,gs ; for 
instance, axes which are normally inclined 
at 45° to tiie wax surface can be con- HO 
verted into pure hill and dale and lateral 
cut axes by arranging- that the speech wind~ 
ings are in series aiding for one channel 
and opposing for the other channel. In 
like manner any axis conversion can be 1111 
effected by suitably comhining the 
channels through transformers. 

In designing an electric pick~up to 
•reproduce both channels care must lle 
taken that the inertia is kept as low as 120 
possible1 and with this in mind a very 
light replica o£ any o£ the above descrihed 
recorders may be employed. Preferably, 
a moving system in the form o£ a T 
following the lines of the moving iron 125 
recorder shown in Figure 11 is employed 
as best suited £or the purpose. Since the 
fundamental resonant frequency of a picko 
up appears to hE' of no rritiral importance 
as regards its characteristic, it may not 130 
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be necessary to adjust the resonant fre
quency in the two modes to the same 
value, which would simplify the design. 
Adjustments tor sensitivity in the two 

p modes may be made by suitaibly connect
ing coils wound on the two limbs of the 
magnetic circuits. As in the recorder 
design the distribution of mass in the re· 
producer is preferably such that forces 

10 producing motion in one direction (e.g. 
lateral movements) leaYe it substantially 
undisturbed in its repnhlurtion by motiontl 
in another direction (e.g. hill-and-dale). 

A good binaural effect may be obtained 
15 Q>y giving directional signifirance to only 

a limited range of frequencies. For 
example, although good reproc1uction re
quires the transmission of all frequencies 
up to, say, 10,000 c.p.s. yet a good direr-

20 tional effect is obtainec1 from frequencies 
up to, say, 3,000 c.p.s. This would assist 
disc reeording of the hina:nral impulses 
since the lateral cut which represents the 
sum of the two channels to the speakers 

25 might have a frequency range extending 
to 10,000 c.p.s. whereas the hill-and-dale 
cut need transmit frequencies no high€r 
than 3,000 c.p.s. Tliis would consider
ably simplify the design of the recorders 

30 and pick-ups in that low inertias would 
only be required for the lateral cut and 
desl.gn w.ould thus lie greatly simplified. 

These frequencies are given merely by 
way of example, and are not necessarily 

~5 the optimum frequencies for design of this 
character, which will be determined by 
other considerations. 

In transmitting the two channels 
indicated in the various systems above 

:~o described, instead of employing line 
transmission, radio transmis§ion may 
if desired be emploved. Each 
channel may be separately transmitted 
or preferably the two channels may be 

·~5 sent as different. mod11lations of the same 
carrier wave. Thus one channel may be 
transmitted. as an amplitude modulation 
and the other as a phase or freqnenry 
modulation of the same carrier waYe. 

50 Alternatively the two ehannels may he 
transmitted as amplitude modulations 
of difrerent c·arrier >Va'l"'es which are 90° 
out o£ phase, the two ·waves being rarliated 
from the same aerial in combination as a 

55 single wave propagation. \ nrious systemA 
for the transmiRsion and reception of 
duplex radio signals along these linPs arP 
known and any one o£ such or similar 
arrangements inny l1e u:::Pcl in eonnertion 

60 with .the in;rention . rleA.c:ihed herein 
· ac<'orrhng- to 1ts apphcab1hty or con

venience in the circumstnnres under con
sideration. It must he understood that 
with such a system of duplex radiation, it 

J35 is possible, if desired, to perform one of 

the summing and differencing processes 
in the radio link. For example, by de
modulation at the receiving end with two 
carrier waves 90° out of phase, which 
carrier wavetl are 45° out of plwtle with 70 
the original modulating carriers, the 
resultant low frequency channels are the 
sums and differences of the original low 
fr€queney channels at the transmitter. 

The hereindt>:;cribed system while being 75 
eApecially upplieahle to talking pictures is 
not limited to such use. It may be 
employed in rec<>rding sound quite inde
pendently o£ any picture effects and in 
this connection (as well as when used in 80 
cinematograph work) it seems probable 
that the binaural e:ff.ect introduced will 
be found to improve the acoustic pro
perties of recording studios and to tlave 
an v drastic acoustic treatment thereof 85 
wl{ile providing much more realistic und 
satisfartory rerords for reproduction. 
Furthermore, the system may clearly be 
employed when the microphone outputs 
are led to the loud speukertl instead lirst 90 
of being· recorded, and such an arrange· 
meut may £or e:x:ample be employed in 
pu!hlic address svstems in which direc
tional sound effects are de:;;ired. In 
general the in"Vention is applicable in all 95 
cases where it itl desired to give directional 
effects to emitted sound. Also in all 
case:;, both when the impulses are fed to 
tbe loud sprakertl without recording· and 
when they are recorded for subsequent l'P- 100 
production the total modification and/or 
interaction of the channels may be accom
plished in more than one stage. For 
example, using pressure. mierophones, the 
low frequ€ncy phas~ d1fferences may 1>e 105 
augmented, the medmm frequency phase 
differences converted to amplitude 
differences, and theftigh fr€quency ampli
tude differences augmented in a first stage 
of modification; the low frequency phast> 110 
difft~renres may then he converted to 
amplitude differences in a later stage of 
modification. One or both of these stages 
mav oceur either before or after the sound 
ha~· heen recorded. In this manner the 115> 
very small low frequency phase differen<'e~ 
are augmented before they are amplified, 
so avoi<ling troul>les due to small low 
frPquency phase shifts in amplifiers. 

l\f oreover, the various devices employed 120 
for rnrrying the invention into effert 
must he understood not to lbe limited to 
their use with the other devices in the 
systems also hereindescribed since clearl~· 
mnny parts, such, for example, as the i25 
rlual track record prepared by a single 
cutter, and the multi-strip direction· 
dete~tlng microphone, are clearly of wide 
u,:;e 1Il such systems separately from one 
anothPr. Such uses in binaural systems 130· 
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as her~in described £all within the scope 
of this invention. 

It must :finally be understood that the 
inventi<m is not restricted solely to the 

5 details o£ arrangements of the forms of 
the invention described above since 
various modifications may be introduced 
in order to carry the invention into effect 
under different conditions and require~ 

iO ments which have to he fulfilled without 
departing in any way from the scope 
covered therebv. 

Having now' particularly described and 
ascertained the nature of our said inven~ 

15 tion and in what manner the same is to 
lbe performed, we declare that what we 
claim is:,_., . 

1. A system o£ sound transmission 
wherein the sound is picked up by a 

2C plurality of microphone elements and re~ 
produced by a plurality of loud Hpeakers, 
comprising two or more directionally 
sen;;itive microphones and/or an arrange~ 
ment of elements in the transmission 

25 circuit or circuits wherelbytherelative loud
ness of the loud speakers is made d~penden t 
upon the direction :from which the sounds 
arrive at the microphones. 

, Z. A system o£ sound transmission 
30 wherein the sound is received by two Ql' 

more microphones, wherein at low 1re
quencie.,; difference in the phase of sound 
pre~sure at the microphones is reproduced 
as difference in volume at the lourl 

~5 speakers. 
:3. A system of sound transmission, in 

which the original sound is detected by 
two t r more microphones of ~t type such as 
velocity microphones whose sensitivity 

'40 varies with the direction of incident 
' so1.md, and in which the dependence of the 

relative responses of the minophone11 on 
the direction of an incident l'lOU!ld wave i~ 
used to C'Onirol the relativl' voluml:'~ of 

'45 sound emitted by two or more loud 
speakers. 

4. A system o£ sound transmif\sion 
wherein two or more mierophonp::; are u~Nl 
to detect the original sound, and both the 

50 relative phase and volume o£ the output 
of the two microphones are usecl to con
trol, according to the direction of 
incidence of the original sound wave, the 
relative output volumes Qf two or more 

55 loud speakers. 
5. A system accorrling to any of 

Claims 1-4 in whieh two or more 
channels are combined and separated into 
other channels so that. the resultant 

60 channels, though not similar to il1e formt'r 
channels, are modific:ttions of them ron~ 
veying the same directional intelligenre in 
another £arm. 

6. A system of sound transmis:::;ion, 
~5 wl1erein impulses from two microJ.hones 

transmitted over individual channels are 
adapted to interact wherelhy two sets of 
impulses are further transmitted consist-
ing in hal£ the sum and hal£ the 
difference respectively of the original im~ 70> 
pulses, said impulses being thereafter 
modified to control the relative loudness -o£ 
loud speakers whereby the sound is to be 
reproduced. · 

1. A system as claimed in Claim 6 75· 
wherein after modificatiQn the two sets of 
impulses are treated hy a repetition of the 
sum and difference process initially 
effected. 

8. A system as elaimetl in Claim 6 or 8(} 
7 ·wherein after the initial impulses ha-ve 
he<'n translated to sum and difl'erence im~ 
pnlse8 modificu tion is effected in each smn 
and difference channel bv attl'nuator net~ 
'vorks andfor pha:-;e mo~lifying arrange· 85· 
ments. 

9. A system as claimed in Claim 8 
wherein modificatio'n of the impulses is 
effected by plain shunt elements, e.g. 
resistances and/or condensers, which may g();, 
b~ nriable in value. 

10. A system according to any of 
Clajms 5-9 wherein for part o£ the fre
quency rang-e phase differences in tha 

· original ehannels are conyerted to ampli~ 9~ 
tude differences in the resultant channels. 

11. A system ureording' to any of 
Claims 5-10 wherein over all or part of 
the frequeney rnup:e the differences 
between the channels are aug-mented or 10(} 
red need. 

12. A system according- to any preced~ 
ing claim compri.~ing· two separate micro~ 
phones arranged apart hy a short distance, 
approximately equal. for example, to the i05> 
E~eparat ion of the hmnnn <'ars. 

1:L A system arcording- to Claim 12 
c·omprising two pres~ure microphones 
between -o;vhieh a 1haffie is provided. 

14. A s;vstem aceording, to any o£ HG 
Claims :2 or 4-1:2 comprising· direction~ 
ally sensitive microphones. 

15. A system o£ sound transmission 
wherein the sound is picked up by two 
directionally sensiti-.e microphones which ii5 
are 110 spaced and/or with their axes of 
maximum sensiti-.it:v so clirected relative 
to one another and' to the sound source, 
that the relative loudness o£ lQud speakers 
which reproduce the impulses is controlled 120 
by the direction from which the sound 
reaches the microphones. 

16. A system as claimed in any of 
Claims 1-11, 14 or 15 comprising· two 
velocitiY mic·roplwneR or microphone 125 
elements placE:'d in close jux~aposition 
with their axes o£ maximnm sensitivity 
pointing in different directions. 

1 i. A system as claimed in any of 
Clajms 1-12 or 14-16 comprisin6' 1.30 
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velocity microphones or microphone 
elements in the form of a conductor so 
light as to move substantially as the sur
rounding air. 

0 18. A system as claimed in any of 
Claims 1-12 or 14-17 wherein a 
plurality, e.g. two, velocity microphone 
elem~mts are built into a single container 
with n common magnetic system, or 

iO sepa1·ate magnetic systems. 
19. A system as eluimecl in any of 

Claims 1-12 or 14-18 comprising two 
velor.ity microphone~. one with its element 
perpendicular to t h0 direction of the 

f5 centre of the ·u sound field" and the 
other with itt! element in line with said 
direction, both elements lying longitudin
ally in line, and at right angles to th~ 
plane in which the .goun(l sourre moves. 

20 20. A system as elaimed in any of 
Claims 1-12 01 14.-18 wherein two 
veloc·ity microphoneJ lie with their 
elements at equal ang·les (e.g. each at 45°) 
to the direction of the centre of the sound 

25 field. -
21. A system as claimed in any of 

Claims 1-12, 14-18 or 20 comprising 
two velocity microphone elements the 
angle betwe~n which (and hence the angle 

30 o£ each relative to the centre of the 
"sound field") is adjustable. 

22. A system as claimed in any of 
Claims 15-21 wherein the directionally· 
sensitive microphones are so ananged and 

35 directed as to provide impulses whereby 
the desired relative loudnesses of the loud 
speakers are obtained, said impulses being 
transmitted to the loud speakers without 
modification or interaction. 

40 23. A system as claimed in any of 
· Claims 15-21 wherein the. impulses 

generated by th<· directionally sensitive 
microphones are modified( e.g. by attenuator 
networks in sum and differ€nce channels) 

·45 !before being reprodwed by the lond 
speakers. 

24. A system as claimed in Claim 23 
wherein modification is effected by . a 
common choke inserted between two 

50 microphones and two loud speakers, four 
leads (one '£rom each microphone and each 
l01.Hl speaker) being connected together 
while the other lead from each member is 
movably connected to tappings on the 

55 choke. 
25. A system as claimed in any of 

Claims 1-21, 23 or 24 wherein the modi
fication of the impulses is effected in two 
or more stages. 

60 26. A systmn as claimefl in any preced
ing' claim wherein the transmitted im
plllses are photographically recorded upon 
separate film sound tracks, preferably 
aC!jacent to one another, eitlwr track being 

65 either of the variable width, or variable 

densitv form. 
27. ·.a system as claimed in any of 

Claims 1-25 wherein a record of two sets 
of impulses is located upon a singl.e film 
track in the form o£ a combined variable 7.0 
width and variable density recording. 

28. A system as claimed in any of 
Claims 1-25 wherein the impulses are 
recorded upon discs or cylinders of wax 
or like suitalble material. 

29. A system as c·laimed in any of 
Claim:-; 1-:25 or 28 wherein the two sets 
of impulses are recorded upon the same 
cYlinder or disc. 

75 

' :30. A system as claimed in Claim 29 80 
wherein two sets of impulses are mechanic-
ally re<'orded in the same g-roove. 

:n. A svstem as claimed in Claim 29 or 
30 wherein one record is a lateral cut 
ana the other a hill-and-dale cut in a Sri 
single groove. 

:3:2. A system as claimed in any of 
Claims 28-31 wherein the recordings are 
effected simultaneously. 

:m. A s;ystem as claimed in any of 90 
Claims 28-=12 wherein the recordings are 
effected hy a single cutt.ing tool. 

a.t A system as claimed in Claim 3:3 
wherein the cutting tool is capable of con
trolled move1i1ent in all directions in a 95 
plane perpendicular to the direction of 
movement of the wax. 

35. A svstem as claimed in Clahn 3:3 
or 34 wherein th~ cut of the recording 
tool is in form a combination of lateral HlO 
and hill-and-dale cuts, or equivalent to 
that form. 

36. A system as claimed in any of 
Claims 28-=35, wherein one channel is 
rerorded as a cut in a direction at an :t"ij5 
angle to the normal to the wax and the 
oi her channel is recorded as a cut at the 
same angle to the normal to the wax hut 
on the other hand relative to the groove. 

37. A system as claimed in any of HO 
Claims 2G-:J6, wherein the desired modi
fication of the two channels is wholly 
effeded either before recording' or after 
reproduetion from the record, or is 
partially effected in each stag-e, 1i5 

as . .A sound reproducing system wherf'-
in the sounds are reproduced without 
modification hom one or more sound 
records prepared by a system according
to any preceding claim. 

39. Microphone arrangements for a 
system according to any preceding' claim 
comprising a plurality of directionally 
sensitive elements arranged with a 
common magnetic system, or Repnrate :125 
magnetic systems 1 in a common casing-
or container, the axes of maximum Ren
sitivity of the elements being arranged at 
an angle to one another, the elements 
being· connected to separate transmission :130 

t 

·r 
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channels whereby the impulses are 
separately transmitted from the elements. 

40. J\licrophone . anangements as 
claimed in Claim 39, wherein the angle 

5 between the elements is adjustable. 
41. A system according to any of 

Claims 28-37, embodying a sound 
recordf'r comprising an operating move
ment adapted to respond to !both channels 

W o£ impulses and to cut records o£ both 
simultaneously. 

42. A system i3mbodying a sound 
recorder as elaimed in Claim 41 compris~ 
ing a single cutting tool adapted to operate 

i5 in a single groove. 
4:3. A system embodying· a sound 

recorder as claimed in Claim 41 or 4~ 
adapted to effect a different kind of record
ing cut (e.g. lateral or hill-and-dale) for 

20 each of the channels. 
44. A system embodying a sound 

rectmler as claimed in Claim 41 or 42 
adapted to respond in similar manner to, 
and effect cuts of similar form for, each 

25 channel, but in opposite sense relative to 
the groove. 

45. A system embodying a souml 
· recorder as claimed in any of Claims 41-

44 comprising a cutting tool capable of 
30 controlled movement in all directions in 
" a plane perpendicular to the direction o£ 

m<n'ement of the wax. 
46. A syRtem embodying a sound 

recorder as claimed in any o£ Claims 41-
35 45 comprising a cutting tool the movements 

of which in two directions, perpendicular 
or at an angle to one another, are 
separately controlled by the driving arms 
of sepftrate recording elements. 

40 47. A system embodying a sound 
recorder as claimed in any of Claims 41-
45 comprising a cutting tool carried up~n 
a flexible reed adapted ·to be moved m 
either of two directions, perpendicular or 

45 at an angle to one another; or to lbe sub
jected to a reaultant movement equivalent 
to the combination of such motions in both 
directions. 

48. A system embodying a sound 
50 recorder as claimed in Claim 47' wlwrein 

movements o£ the reed· are effected hy 
electromagnetic forces imposed by 
adjacent poles of a co-op~rating magnetic 
system excited by the 1mpulses to be 

55 recorcled. 
49. A system embodying a sound 

recorder as claimed in Claim 48 wherein 
compensating coils are wound on the 
magnetic system in addition to the e:xrit-

60 ing SJ)eech coils in order to neutralis~ 
effects upon one pole of impulses in the 
speech coil o£ the other pole. 

50. A system Pmbodying a sound 
recorder as claimed in anv o£ Claims 41-

t)j 45 comprising a cutting tool asf\embly 

adapted to have one movement by torsion 
of its supporting reed and another by 
flexure thereof. 

51. A system emJbodying a sound 
recorder as claimed in Claim 50 wherein 70 
the cutting cool assembly is driven by 
moving coil drives, comprising speech 
coils attached thereto freely immersed in 
a steady magnetic field. 

52. A reproducer for a transmitting 75 
system as claimed in any of Claims 1-
38, comprising elements o£ small weiO'ht 
and inertia but otherwise suhst:mtially 
identical in form and arrangement with 
those of a recorder as claimed in any of 80 
Claims 41-51, the cutting tool therein 
being replaeed by a stylus whereby 
electrical vibrations are produced in th'e 
magnetic windings by vibrations imparted 
f<, the movable reed or likl' movable 85 
armature. 

53. A system as claimed in Claim 41 
em!bodying a sound rerorcling or sound 
reproducing· devire substantially as repre-
sented in Figure 9. 90 

54. A system as claimed in· Claim 41 
emho<lying a sound recording or sound 
reproducing device substantially as repre
sented in Figure 10. 

55. A system a::; claimed in Claim 41 Q~ 
embodying a sounc1 recording or sound 
reprodu_rinp; device substantially as I'epre
sented m Figure 11. 

5G. A sound record prepared by a 
sy::>tem as claimed in any o£ Claims 1--38 100 
or 41-51. 

57. A sound record comprising in one 
groove two substantially separate r-ecords 
of sound which emanate from the same 
source, which so1.mds are picked up by i05 
directionally sensitive devices and/or are 
subjected to modifications by elements in 
the recording circuit, in such a manner 
that when the records are reproduced, one 
in one loud speaker and tlie other m iiO 
another loud speaker, the intensities of the 
sounds simultaneously propagated convey 
in rombination a true binaural effect to 
the listener. 

58. A sound record as claimed in Claim 115 
51 romprising separate cuts of different 
form, or of same forms along any pair of 
axes in a plane perpendicular to the direc
tion o£ movement of the wax, for the 
st>p:natt> rt>cordings. 121.. 

59. A Round reproducing· device adapted 
to reprodure sounds £rom motions in one 
dirl'ction (e.g. lateral movements) on a 
sound record prepared according· to unv 
of Claims 43-51, while remaining sub- i25 
~tantiall~· undi;;:huhed in its reproduction 
by motions in another direction (e.g. hill
and-dale). 

GO. A svstem as claimed in any of 
Claims 1....:...39 wherein the impulses are iSO 
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transmitted by radio telephony. where the symbols have the meaning·s 
61. .A. system as claimed m Claim 60 defined herein. 

wherein tran::;mission is effec~ by the 66. A system as claimed in any of 
duplex modulation of a sing1~ .rier Claims 1-3!) or G0-65, or a plurality ••t 

o wave, or by radiation o£ a single wave such systems in combination as a single 35 
formed o£ separately modulated com- system, adapted to provide a fu~l direc
poneuts. · tional significance to sounds em1tted by 

62. A system as claimed in any of a source movable in any direction m a 
Claims 1-39, 60 or 61 in combination plane-perpendicular to the axis o£ maxi-

10 with means for the photog1·aphic record- mum ret>ponse of the microphone system. 4.0 
ing, or for the reproduction of pictures. 67. A system as claimed in Claim 66 

63 . .A. sound and picture reproducing wherein the total sound emission of all 
system as claimed in Claim 62 wherein loud speakers determiMs the position of 
the relative volumes of the reproducing the sound source along the said axis of 

15 loud speakers are so controlled as w pro- maximum response, so that full three- 45 
vicle apparent location o£ the sound origin dimensional acoustic location of the sound 
in coincidence with the optical location of source is obtained. 
the image from which the sound is supK G8. Svstems o£ sound transmission sub-
posed to emanate. · stnntially aa described herein, wilh 

20 64. A system as claimed in Claim 62 or referenre to the accompanying drawings. 50 
63 wherein the relative modifications of 69. :Means for the transmission, rerord-
the two channels is determined by the ing an.1 reproducing of sound substan
dimensions and lay-out o£ scene to be tiallv a.;; described herein with reference 
recorded, and/or the theatre in which re- to H~e accompn.nying drawings. 

25 production is presentecl. 70. SvstemSi for tlhe transmissiiQn, 55 
65. A system as c.laimecl in Claim 62, 63 recordii{cr and reproduction of combined 

or 64 wherein the relative values of the picture ~nd sound effects substantially as 
modifying networks in the two channels deseribed herein with re!erence to the 

.30 

is defined by the formula accompany.i.ng drawings. 
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Dated this 9th day o£ November, 1932. 
~ARKS & CLERlli. 
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